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Platinum-based bimetallic nanoparticles are analyzed by the application of density functional theory to a series of tetrahedral

Pt3X cluster models, with element X taken from the P-block, preferably group 14, or from the D-block around group 10. Almost

identical cluster geometries allow a systematic investigation of electronic effects induced by different elements X . Choosing the

propane-to-propene conversion as the desired dehydrogenation reaction, we provide estimates for the activity and selectivity of

the various catalysts based on transition state theory. No significant Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-relation could be found for the

given reaction. A new descriptor, derived from an energy decomposition analysis, captures the effect of element X on the rate-

determining step of the first hydrogen abstraction. Higher activities than obtained for pure Pt4 clusters are predicted for Pt alloys

containing Ir, Sn, Ge and Si, with Pt3Ir showing particularly high selectivity.

1 Introduction

Platinum, in the form of supported nanoparticles, is one of

the most suitable catalysts for the thermal dehydrogenation

of light alkanes. The desired alkene products are building

blocks for a wide array of commodity and specialty chemi-

cals, or may be transformed into larger alkanes via follow-

up oligomerization or methathesis reactions to serve as liquid

fuel. Dehydrogenation is an attractive alternative to the tradi-

tional production of alkenes via steam cracking of petroleum-

derived naphtha. Unpromoted Pt catalysts suffer from low

alkene selectivity and rapid deactivation due to coking. Both

undesired phenomena are mainly a consequence of alkene re-

adsorption, which leads to further dehydrogenation and C-C

bond breaking.1,2 Improvements of catalyst activity, selectiv-

ity, and stability can be achieved by alloying Pt with Sn and

by adding hydrogen to the alkane feed.1,3–8 The positive effect

of alloying with tin has been assumed to be a consequence of

both the geometric as well as electronic modification.9–15 The

presence of evenly distributed tin atoms on the surface hinders

the formation of larger active sites, which suppresses unde-

sired C-C bond breaking eventually leading to coking and cat-

alyst deactivation.5,16–20 A recent experiment of our group on
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ethane dehydrogenation over PtSn nanopoarticles (about 100

atoms, Pt/Sn ratio 3:1) indicated beneficial electronic effects8

as they were suggested by earlier theoretical work on metal

surfaces.12,13 Our own computational study on Pt4 and Pt3Sn

tetramers predicted an improved dehydrogenation activity for

the bimetallic nano cluster.21 The tin atom donates electron

density to the active site of the catalyst, which reduces the en-

ergy barrier for the rate-determining step, the cleavage of the

first C-H bond.

In this article we expand our previous work on platinum-

based tetramers by a systematic quest for alternative bimetal-

lic partner elements with similar or even better performance

than the well-established Pt/Sn alloy. We compare the reac-

tion pathways obtained from a density functional theory ap-

proach and apply ALMO-EDA (absolutely localized molec-

ular orbital energy decomposition analysis) as well as NBO

(Natural bond orbital) theory to the crucial steps to gain fur-

ther insights into the reaction mechanism.

2 Computational methods

We choose a representation by four atoms in a tetrahedral

arrangement, which corresponds to the most stable structure

among the Pt4 isomers.22–24 We then replace a single Pt atom

by a different D-block or P-block metal and let the structure

relax before propane is added to the system. Minima and in-

termediates occurring during the reaction with the alkane are

obtained in fully unrestrained geometry optimizations. The

freezing string method25,26 is applied to obtain initial guesses
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Fig. 1 Reaction pathways for the dehydrogenation of propane over Pt4. Transition states that correspond to C-H bond breaking are

emphasized by dashed circles. Three separate starting points for dehydrogenation pathways begin from three different initial adsorption

geometries (1a, 1b, and 1c). A 4th adsorption geometry (1d) is a relatively exotic σ dihydrogen species. After formation of the alkene (7, 8,
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Fig. 2 Gibbs free energy diagram of possible dehydrogenation pathways, calculated at 400◦C. The first hydrogen abstraction is the

rate-determining step and is most likely to happen at C1, corresponding to geometry 2b in Figure 1. Desorption energies are plotted as dashed

lines.

for the interconnecting transition states. This procedure is

followed by a final localization based on an eigenvector-

following approach.27 The transition states are then checked

by frequency calculations proving their character as first-order

saddle points on the potential energy surface. All calculations

are performed with the Q-Chem program package.28 We fur-
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ther estimate Gibbs free energies within the harmonic oscil-

lator approach at all relevant points of the reaction pathway,

including also zero point energy corrections. All translational,

rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom are taken into

consideration. Hindered rotations are accounted for by ap-

plying the correction suggested by Grimme, which suggests

a continuous interpolation between vibrational and rotational

contributions to the entropy.29 A cutoff value of ω0 = 100

cm−1 was used for all calculations.

Molecular geometries are obtained from density-functional-

theory (DFT) in unconstrained optimizations, using the

B3LYP functional30–33 together with the triple-zeta valence

basis set of Weigend and Ahlrichs34,35 and the effective core

potentials of the Stuttgart/Köln group36,37 for all metals. Ef-

fects of a van der Waals-correction38 are tested in a series of

single point B3LYP-D3 calculations for all B3LYP-converged

geometries. Details of the SCF convergence, DFT grid size

information and thresholds of the geometry optimizations can

be found in footnote 39. Only Pt3Ir shows a strong deviation

from the tetrahedral structure at the first C-H cleavage step

with a slight tendency towards a planar geometry, where one

of the edges between the active site and a Pt atom becomes

elongated.

We further perform a Natural Bond Order (NBO) analy-

sis40,41 to investigate the relation between catalytic proper-

ties of each system and the shape of the molecular orbitals

(MOs) involved. For a detailed analysis of donor-acceptor ef-

fects within the alloy clusters we apply ALMO-EDA42,43, an

energy decomposition scheme which splits intermolecular in-

teraction energies into frozen orbital, polarization and charge

transfer contributions.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Reaction pathways for propane dehydrogenation

over Pt4

We begin by revisiting the thermal dehydrogenation of

propane over Pt4 and extend previous investigations of its

potential energy surface21,44 by the exploration of alternative

pathways. Results for electronic energies and Gibbs free en-

ergies at a rather mild reaction temperature of 400◦C are sum-

marized in Table 1. The corresponding geometries and Gibbs

free energy levels are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

Possible adsorption scenarios involve either C2-H-Pt (see

geometry 1a) or C1-H-Pt type interactions. In the latter

case, three adsorption minima could be determined, where

the propane is either bent towards the cluster (concave, 1c),

bent off the cluster (convex, 1b), or in a highly symmetric ar-

rangement 1d of C2v symmetry. The strong C-H σ bonds,

which are essentially nonpolar and therefore weak donors, act

as ligands in the unusual high-symmetry arrangement.45 In

general, the direct observation of such σ-dihydrogen species

is problematic due to the instability of the complexes formed,

but could give insights into early steps of metal-mediated H-H

or C-H cleavage. Recently, a relatively long-lived rhodium(I)

σ-methane complex of similar geometry46 (in solution) was

characterized by NMR. We mention this finding since exam-

ples of saturated hydrocarbons within the coordination sphere

of a metal center in the solid state are extremely rare.47–49

The adsorption step is directly followed by hydrogen ab-

straction, leading to an intermediate where the remaining alkyl

group and the H atom are attached to the same corner (3a or 3b

of Fig. 1). Previous studies have focused on a reaction mech-

anism in which C-H bond breaking at the C2 atom (2a) is fol-

lowed by hydrogen abstraction from C1 (6a).21,44 However,

two alternative pathways, where the C-H bond cleavage takes

place at C1 before C2 (with the propane molecule in either

the ‘convex’ 2b or ‘concave’ 2c arrangement), show slightly

lower barriers for the rate-determining transition state as can

be seen in Table 1. After the migration of the hydrogen atom

to a different corner, the second hydrogen abstraction takes

place, preferably at C2 if the first abstraction took place at C1

and vice versa. Alternative pathways, such as a repeated hy-

drogen abstraction from the same carbon atom or the breaking

of C-C bonds are omitted from the figure due to the higher bar-

riers involved but are listed in the table. Both pathways merge

after the second hydrogen abstraction. Further H migration

(7, 8) leads to the minimum energy configuration 9 with two

hydrogen atoms attached to the same corner. After this step

the reaction path forks to either propene desorption or further

dehydrogenation via a third C-H cleavage step (10a, 10b or

10c).

From Table 1 it can be seen that at higher temperatures the

desorption energy for propene decreases under the barrier for

an undesired further dehydrogenation step, which explains the

high selectivity towards the product alkene.21 This energy dif-

ference between the true barrier for a third H abstraction and

the energy needed to desorb the products is an important prop-

erty as it affects the selectivity. The activity of the catalyst, on

the other hand, is dictated by the highest transition state along

the free energy reaction pathway, corresponding to the first C-

H cleavage step. The energies for this particular reaction step

in all pathways (2a, 2b, 2c) differ by about 1 kcal/mol, with

the option of an initial abstraction from C1 being slightly pre-

ferred. The energetic proximity of the first transition states

makes it necessary to compute all three of them in the follow-

ing comparison of bimetallic catalysts.

For the sake of readability, the detailed discussion of the re-

action pathway after inclusion of an ad-hoc van der Waals cor-

rection (B3LYP-D3) has been shifted to the Supporting Mate-

rial. We note that this measure enhances the adsorption en-

ergies by about 5 kcal/mol on average, but it has a negligible

effect on the relative energies of the pathways shown in Fig. 2,

1–13 | 3



Table 1 Electronic and Gibbs energies for the dehydrogenation of propane over Pt4. The corresponding geometries can be found in Figure 1.

Reaction step Label ∆Ea (kcal/mol) ∆Ga (kcal/mol)

propane adsorption at C2 1a -12.22 13.04

1st C-H cleavage (TS) 2a -4.59 17.54

intermediate 3a -19.51 4.25

H migration (TS) 4a -10.44 11.65

intermediate 5a -18.43 3.04

2nd C-H cleavage at C1 (TS) 6a -16.43 6.75

propane adsorption at C1, convex 1b -12.68 8.26

1st C-H cleavage (TS) 2b -5.61 16.14

intermediate 3b -19.56 3.87

H migration (TS) 4b -9.32 14.09

intermediate 5b -18.11 3.86

2nd C-H cleavage at C2 (TS) 6b -16.37 6.66

2nd C-H cleavage at C1 (TS) 1.49 22.11

propane adsorption at C1, concave 1c -12.02 9.19

1st C-H cleavage (TS) 2c -5.31 17.05

propane adsorption, symmetric 1d -12.31 8.65

intermediate 7 -26.2 -3.63

H migration (TS) 8 -22.75 -0.72

intermediate 9 -37.88 -13.51

3rd C-H cleavage at C3 (TS) 10a -15.73 3.49

3rd C-H cleavage at C2 (TS) 10b -7.81 8.89

3rd C-H cleavage at C1 (TS) 10c -8.71 10.67

hydrogen desorption from Pt4-C3H6 -8.98 -8.69

propene desorption from Pt4-H-H 3.27 -2.63

hydrogen and propene desorptionb 35.76 8.86

C-C breaking in Pt4-C3H8 17.36 41.33

C-C breaking in H-Pt4-CH3-CH-CH3 20.37 41.4

C-C breaking in H-Pt4-CH3-CH2-CH2 13.53 36.1

C=C breaking in H-H-Pt4-C3H6 34.36 49.49

a Relative to the energy of a pure Pt4 cluster and a propane molecule at infinite distance.
b These values correspond to the electronic and Gibbs free energies for the gas phase

reaction C3H8 ⇀↽ C3H6 + H2.
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and thus it does not affect the trends discussed in the next sec-

tion.

3.2 Bimetallic variations of the tetrahedral motif: Pt3X

clusters

We broaden our analysis of the dehydrogenation reaction by

the introduction of a second metal to our tetrahedral nanopar-

ticle. A common ratio of 1:3 has been chosen for the bimetal-

lic systems,50–53 which is easily achieved by a single atom

replacement. Initial guesses for the bimetallic geometries of

the various Pt3X systems are obtained from the relevant sta-

tionary points of the Pt4 reaction pathway by replacing one

of the three Pt atoms which do not directly participate in the

propane adsorption. For X we choose Pt,44 Pd,54,55 Sn,8,56,57

Ge,58 Si, In,59 Ga,52 Au,60,61 Ag,62,63 Cu,64 Ir.65,66 For the

sake of a direct comparison we treat Pt atoms as the only ac-

tive sites of the catalyst. This simplification is supported by a

Mulliken charge analysis of the pure clusters, which shows a

positive charge on the replacement atom in all cases.67,68 The

spin multiplicities of the different alloys vary with element X

and lie between singlet and quartet for the given selection.69

In contrast to the previous section we will focus now only

on a subset of relevant geometries for the sake of readability.

Furthermore, we ignore the presence of any hydrogen atoms

on the catalyst from previous dehydrogenation steps.70 This is

done for two reasons. First, the amount of hydrogen on the

catalyst during the reaction depends not only on the current

reaction step but also on the partial pressure of hydrogen21

and on the interplay between the nanoparticle and its support.

Both aspects are worthy of study on their own but lie beyond

the scope of this article. Second, the presence of hydrogen

on the catalyst introduces a bias when comparing pathways

between different catalysts due to numerous hydride isomers

of similar energy, and it complicates the potential energy sur-

faces considerably due to additional transition states and local

minima that correspond to hydrogen migration. Therefore, we

reduce our analysis to the following geometries: the clean cat-

alyst, propane adsorption, propene adsorption, and the transi-

tion states describing first, second and third C-H bond cleav-

age, together with their corresponding precursor intermedi-

ates. Pairs of the latter, i.e. transition states and their preceding

intermediates, allow an unbiased comparison of true barriers

along the reaction pathway.

Figure 3 illustrates the adsorption energies for propane onto

the various catalysts. The fluctuation with catalyst type is only

moderate and lies within a range of ±2.5 kcal/mol around the

average. The catalysts on the x-axis are sorted with respect

to their apparent barriers for the rate-determining, first H-

abstraction step at 0 Kelvin. Therefore, the x-axis can be read

as a ranking of catalyst activity, starting with the best catalyst

on the left end. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there is no clear cor-

relation of activity and propane adsorption. At the high tem-

peratures required for the endothermic reaction of propane de-

hydrogenation (∆H= 20.1 kcal/mol71,72), the change in Gibbs

energies upon adsorption is positive. Based on DFT thermo-

chemistry data we estimate that propane desorption becomes

spontaneous at temperatures above 200◦C for most catalysts.

Note that the replacement of one Pt atom by any of the sug-

gested elements X leads to a slightly enhanced physisorption

of propane at the Pt sites. In bulk alloys these small electronic

electronic effects tend to be overruled by geometric and relax-

ation effects. A comparable DFT study of propane adsorption

onto Pt(111) and Pt3Sn(111) surfaces shows a slightly reduced

physisorption for the alloy in comparison to the pure Pt surface

(∆E =0.9 kcal/mol).73

For the sake of completeness we also tested the X sites for

their adsorption qualities. In all cases, the propane adsorption

on atom X is either weaker than on Pt (by 2.9 kcal/mol on av-

erage) or an adsorption minimum could not be found (Ga, Ge,

In, Sn). This agrees well with the initial finding of positive

Mulliken charges at X for all Pt3X systems under considera-

tion.

In Figure 4 we compare the apparent barriers for the first C-

H bond cleavage. This step being the bottleneck of the overall

reaction pathway, we plot ∆G, the change in Gibbs free en-

ergy, with G set to zero for propane at an infinite distance from

the catalyst. We note that Ir shows a distortion from the per-

fect tetrahedral shape during C-H bond breakage, which intro-

duces a slight bias in the overall comparison due to geometry

effects. The distance from the active center to one Pt atom is

extended by about 60 %, leading to a geometry between square

planar and tetrahedral.

Energies for the second hydrogen abstraction are not dis-

cussed here but can be found in the supporting material. There

is no clear trend detectable in the barrier for this step. In gen-

eral, the differences between alloys are marginal.

Figure 5 compares the true barriers for the third hydrogen

abstraction from C1, C2 or C3, to the desorption energy for

propene. Again, we provide ∆G values at 400◦C. At this high

temperature, due to the gain in entropy upon desorption, the

production of propene becomes competitive with the unde-

sired pathways of continued dehydrogenation. The latter steps

eventually lead to methane and the formation of coke on the

catalyst. The direct comparison of the ∆G values for propene

desorption to the energetically lowest option for the third C-H

bond cleavage allows an estimate to be made of the selectivity

towards propene. The larger the difference between the lowest

barrier and the desorption energy, the better. Propene desorp-

tion is preferred for all catalysts in this study at B3LYP level

of theory,74 but this difference shows large fluctuations. It is

smallest for the three most active catalysts and larger for the

least active clusters, but a clear trend is not apparent. Pt3Ir

seems to be a special case due to its comparably high barriers
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Fig. 3 Electronic energies for the adsorption of propane onto Pt3X (see 1a, 1b and 1c in Figure 1) at zero Kelvin. Due to the weak adsorption

the Gibbs free energies are all positive at experimentally relevant temperatures, indicating a negligible coverage of the catalyst with

physisorbed propane.

for the 3rd C-H cleavage, which makes it particularly interest-

ing for future experimental investigations due to the expected

higher selectivity. However, this discrepancy might also be

related to the geometric distortions observed for Pt3Ir.

3.3 Descriptors for catalytic activity

As illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 6, a property of the

clean catalyst, namely its HOMO-LUMO gap, is correlated

with activity (R2 = 0.71). The smaller the gap, the lower is

the barrier of the rate-determining C-H cleavage step. Retriev-

ing this information is significantly less laborious than a full

evaluation of the dehydrogenation reaction for a given cata-

lyst. It only necessitates the optimization of the pure cluster

geometry as a prerequisite.

3.3.1 ALMO-EDA

Motivated by this finding, we performed an energy decompo-

sition analysis on Pt3X clusters optimized in isolation (C3V )

to gain insight into the effect of atom X (one fragment) on

the electronic structure of the three platinum atoms (the other

fragment) composing the rest of the structure and containing

the platinum center that is the active site for the reaction. The

overall multiplicity of the catalyst cluster and the multiplicity

of the dopant fragment were respectively for each system as

follows: Si 1,3; Ge 1,3; Sn 1,3; Ir 4,4; Pt 3,3; Au 2,2; In 2,2;

Ga 2,2; Cu 2,2; Ag 2,2; Pd 3,1. The multiplicities of all Pt3
fragments can be inferred. All clusters and fragments were un-

charged, and the fragment spin states were chosen to minimize

the sum of isolated fragment energies given the constraint of

optimal total cluster multiplicity. The energy decomposition

scheme employed was the ALMO-EDA42,43 in which the elec-

tronic binding energy of a system of fragments is partitioned

into frozen orbital interactions, Efrz, describing permanent

electrostatics and Pauli repulsion from overlapping occupied

orbitals, polarization, Epol, describing intra-fragment relax-

ation due to the presence of other fragments, and variational

charge transfer, Evct, which includes energy lowering from

the movement of charge between and delocalization of orbitals

across fragments as well as the subsequent repolarization of

fragments. Charge transfer contributions were not corrected

for BSSE. Figure 6b shows these EDA energy components for

the interaction of the dopant atom with the other three plat-

inum atoms in the C3V geometry (neglecting geometric dis-

tortions) plotted against the barriers for the rate-determining

C-H cleavage for each of the doped clusters listed above. All

energy terms are quite large as the fragmentation employed

breaks all bonds between the dopant and the three platinum

atoms comprising the remainder of the cluster. One notable

trend is a strongly repulsive frozen energy that decreases with

decreasing catalyst activity (R2 = 0.869). This unfavorable

interaction stems from the large Pauli repulsion between unre-

laxed, considerably overlapping, occupied orbitals on the two

fragments. The repulsive interaction is partially compensated

for by a sizeable, stabilizing polarization term, which likewise

decreases in magnitude with decreasing activity (R2 = 0.77).

Because the sum of only the frozen and polarization com-

ponents yields a net destabilizing interaction for all clusters

considered, we conclude that charge transfer interactions such

as those involved in metal-metal bond formation are respon-

sible for the cluster structures and thus the large, repulsive

frozen orbital interactions. We note that while both the charge

transfer energy (R2
= 0.845) and the total binding energy

(R2 = 0.62) are more stabilizing for more active clusters,

the trend is much stronger for the charge transfer interaction.

Fragment-to-fragment charge transfer analysis43,75 of the per-

turbative charge transfer amplitudes, which described in some

cases only half of the variational charge transfer energy lower-

ing for these very strongly interacting systems, indicated that

charge transfer both to and from the dopant was significant.

These interactions affect the relative energy positions of the

catalyst’s highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular

orbitals. The energetic difference between these two levels

6 | 1– 13
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has already been shown to correlate well with cluster activ-

ity. In the next section, we apply NBO analysis to graphically

demonstrate the importance of these orbitals for breaking and

forming bonds in the rate-determining transition state.

3.3.2 Natural Bond Orbital Analysis

In a second attempt to understand the link between molecu-

lar orbital energies and the cluster activity we perform a Nat-

ural Bond Order analysis of the rate-determining step.40,41

Canonical Kohn-Sham orbitals have an orbital energy clearly

assigned to them but are usually highly delocalized. Within

the NBO formalism, the converged set of orbitals (occupied

and virtual) is transformed into a set of orthogonal but local-

ized natural bond orbitals (NBOs), with the goal of associat-

ing each NBO with a bonding or lone-pair orbital of a tradi-

tional Lewis structure. This approach enables the identifica-

tion of orbital interactions in crucial reaction steps. The re-

arrangement of electron density during the C-H cleavage is

mapped onto a process of electron donation from occupied to

virtual NBOs. This process and its consequence for the total

energy of the system are analyzed via second order pertur-

bation theory. We start with the definition of two fragments,

the gas molecule and the clean catalyst. Note that the hydro-

gen atom to be removed is considered a part of the propane

fragment, despite its elongated bond at the transition state ge-

ometry (lengthened by about 30 %). In the NBO analysis we

enforce the obvious Lewis structure for propane and obtain

perturbative estimates for energy-lowering via electron donor

- acceptor relations. When looking at the largest contributions

stemming from interactions between the two fragments, we

find the same two leading pair interactions for all catalysts of

the test set.

The four orbitals involved in C-H cleavage are plotted in

panel a) of Figure 7, given the example of Pt4. The first in-

teraction (left) describes a charge transfer from the σ-bond

orbital of the activated C-H bond to an unoccupied, almost

spherical and rather diffuse d-orbital of the nearest Pt atom.

The second interaction describes an electron back-donation

from an occupied d-orbital of the same Pt atom (well defined,

two nodal planes) at the active site into the unoccupied anti-

bonding σ∗ orbital of the activated C-H bond, which shows

the typical extra nodal plane. Therefore, within the NBO pic-

ture, the C-H bond cleavage is described as the usual transfer

of electron density from the bonding into the anti-bonding or-

bital, mediated via the d-orbitals of the catalyst. What links

this process to a property of the clean catalyst is that the two

NBOs on the catalyst fragment correspond quite closely to the

HOMO and the LUMO of the cluster in the canonical orbital

set, as can be deduced from a comparison of their coefficients

in the basis of atomic orbitals. However, while this proves

the relevance of these orbitals for C-H bond activation, it does

not explain the dependence of the activity on their energy gap.

A possible explanation involves the increasing flexibility (i.e.

greater polarizability and greater ability to participate in CT

interactions) of the electron density with decreasing HOMO-
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LUMO gap, commonly referred to as chemical ‘softness’. On

the other hand, this argument predicts highest activities for

bulk alloys with zero band gaps. We therefore suggest that an

optimum catalyst combines chemical softness with a sterically

suitable nodal structure of its valence orbitals which allows a

precise transfer of electron density in favor of the geometric

arrangement after the hydrogen abstraction.

In panel b) of Figure 7 we apply the same NBO analysis

to the situation of C-C bond breaking catalyzed by Pt4 for a

direct comparison. Again, we find the HOMO and LUMO or-

bital of the clean catalyst involved in a charge transfer process,

indicating a similar dependence of the energetic barrier for C-

C cleavage on the HOMO-LUMO gap. However, as can be

derived from the energies in table 1, this dependence is much

less pronounced, and the apparent barrier heights are much

higher. The higher energies are a consequence of the subop-

timal arrangement of the orbitals during C-C bond breaking.

A comparison of panels a) and b) shows that in the case of

C-C breaking two directed sp3 lobes of the remaining methyl-

and ethyl groups need to overlap with the d-orbital on the ac-

tive metal site, while for C-H breaking only the sp3 orbital on

the propyl-group has similar spatial demands. The undirected

s-orbital on the H atom retains good overlap throughout the

geometric rearrangement, which explains, together with the

smaller angle between the lobes of the sp3 and d orbital in

case a), the lower energetic costs for H abstraction.

3.3.3 Kinetics estimates based on thermodynamics

The Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation is an empirical

rule that posits a linear relation between the activation energy

and the reaction energy for a given elementary reaction.76,77

Its applicability to heterogeneous catalysis on transition state

metals, known for decades,78 has recently been enhanced

by quantitative approaches based on DFT calculations.79–83

Driven by the aim to simplify computer-aided catalyst screen-

ing, linear relations were discovered between the adsorption

energies of hydrogen-containing molecules and single atoms

or between transition state and adsorption energies.

From a microscopic point of view, relations of the latter type

indicate that the transition state must be ‘late’ in the sense of

its geometry being close to that of the subsequent intermedi-

ate. Fortunately, this is true for the rate-determining step of

the given reaction. Therefore, it should be possible to relate

the adsorption energies of the chemisorbed products right af-

ter dissociation, here a propyl-group and a single hydrogen

atom, to the barrier height for C-H bond breaking. Note that

the chemisorption of the intermediates after hydrogen cleav-

age, not the physisorption of propane, can be a potential de-

scriptor, since the latter is based on a different (i.e. van der

Waals-) type of binding. Following Ref. 84, we first assume

that the chemisorption of a single H atom does not vary too

strongly for the chosen catalysts. In this case, the BEP relation

should also hold for just the alkyl fragment. A further simpli-

fication made by choosing a methyl group as smallest repre-

sentative with the same valency leads to the relation shown in

Figure 8a. However, this graph shows a rather weak correla-

tion (R2=0.422), indicating that a simple mapping of kinetics

onto thermodynamics is not applicable for the reaction of in-

terest here. This is somewhat surprising, since for all catalysts

tested here the typical C-H bond length at the transition state

lies around 1.49 Å, which suggests an almost broken bond and

a close proximity to the subsequent intermediate state with the

cleaved H atom chemisorbed at the same site.

Adding the chemisorption energy for atomic hydrogen to

the energy for methyl chemisorption and comparing this total

energy to the barrier height for C-H cleavage reduces the BEP

correlation even further (R2=0.228), since variations in ∆EH

turn out to be of the same magnitude as ∆ECH3
, but are com-

pletely uncorrelated to the C-H cleavage barriers (R2=0.014).

However, a direct comparison of energies for the simultaneous

adsorption of CH3 and a single H atom at the same site shows

a slightly improved correlation (R2=0.513, see Figure 8b) due

to the inclusion of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions.
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In a last attempt to derive a suitable BEP relation we com-

pare the barrier height for C-H cleavage to the adsorption of

an alkene. We pick ethene as the simplest representative of

a molecule with a C-C double bond and obtain the relation

shown in Fig. 8c. Interestingly, this graph shows a slightly

higher correlation (R2=0.581) than that based on CH3 frag-

ment energies, despite the larger ‘distance’ of the simulated

geometry of alkene adsorption from the relevant transition

state with respect to the reaction coordinate.

4 Conclusion

The dehydrogenation of propene over platinum-based,

bimetallic nanoparticles was studied via B3LYP and B3LYP-

D3 calculations on Pt3X model systems. Crucial steps of the

reaction pathway were identified in unconstrained geometry

optimizations and transition state searches. Gibbs energies

were obtained from frequency calculations and corrected for

hindered rotations. We draw the following conclusions:

1. The physisorption of propane on bimetallic Pt3X clus-

ters is only weakly dependent on the replacement atom

X , inducing a change of electronic energies on the order

of about 2.5 kcal/mol. ∆G, the change of Gibbs energy

upon propane uptake, becomes positive at higher temper-

atures. The average value at 400◦C lies at 8.1 kcal/mol

(4.2 kcal/mol with D3 correction).

2. The first C-H cleavage is the rate-determining step for all

catalysts of the test set, but its barrier varies significantly

with element X . At 400◦C we obtain ∆G values be-

tween 12 and 21 kcal/mol (between 8 and 16 kcal/mol

with D3 correction). Similar or slightly higher activi-

ties than calculated for Pt4 are predicted for Pt3Si, Pt3Ge,

Pt3Sn and Pt3Ir.

3. The catalytic activity is correlated with the HOMO-

LUMO gap of the clean catalyst. Both orbitals partic-

ipate in the activation of the C-H bond at the relevant

transition state. The σ-bond of the propane molecule

donates charge into a diffuse d-orbital at the active site,

which corresponds to the LUMO of the clean catalyst.

The HOMO of the latter donates charge into the corre-

sponding anti bonding orbital, which stabilizes the new

geometry obtained after C-H bond cleavage.

1–13 | 9



Fig. 7 Comparison of NBO orbital interactions at the transition states for the first C-H and C-C bond cleavage, given the example of Pt4. a)

Electron density is shifted from the σ-orbital of the activated C-H bond to an orbital which essentially corresponds to the LUMO of the clean

catalyst (see text). The HOMO of the clean catalyst has good overlap with the corresponding σ
∗-orbital and destabilizes the activated C-H

bond via back donation. b) Same scenario for C-C breakage, but with reduced orbital overlap due to geometry constraints. The arrangement of

the sp3 orbitals on the carbon atoms after bond breaking is suboptimal.

4. Smaller HOMO-LUMO gaps indicate higher activity due

to the increased flexibility of the valence electron at the

active site. An NBO analysis reveals that the d-orbital

shape of the HOMO with its pronounced nodal features

better facilitates the breaking of a C-H bond than of a C-

C bond due to better overlap with the C-H anti-binding

orbital.

5. A very effective and computationally cheap descriptor

for the catalytic activity could be found via an energy

decomposition analysis at the equilibrium geometries of

the clean catalysts by treating the dopant atom X as one

fragment and the remaining catalyst Pt3 as the other. The

higher the energy contributions of frozen orbital interac-

tions, Efrz, the lower was the rate-determining step in

the follow-up evaluation of the propane dehydrogenation

pathways (R2=0.87).

6. No significant Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-relation could

be found for the given reaction. The simultaneous

chemisorption of atomic hydrogen and a methyl group,

the smallest representative with the same valency as the

corresponding reaction intermediate, on the same Pt site,

is only weakly correlated (R2=0.51) to the barrier height

of the rate-determining C-H cleavage step, despite the

‘late’ character of the relevant transition state.

7. The experimentally observed high selectivity towards

propene agrees well with the finding that direct C-C bond

breaking, a typical, preliminary step towards coking, is

less likely due to higher barriers compared to C-H bond

breaking. However, transition states that lead to unde-

sired, continued dehydrogenation of the reactant com-

pete with the desorption of the products after the second

H cleavage step. At higher temperatures, desorption be-

comes more likely due to the gain in entropy, explaining

an overall preference towards the desired product. Pt3Ir

seems to be exceptionally selective due to the higher bar-

riers for continued C-H abstraction, but a slight bias due

to geometric effects could not be excluded in this case.
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